
 

 

 

1. Macro-economische vooruitzichten: 

The uncertainty surrounding the future evolution of the world economy (and China in particular), the 

expected company results and the geopolitical tensions weigh heavily on the market sentiment. 

Additionally to that, there is some nervousness about the upcoming British referendum on Europe 

(Brexit). As if that were not enough, the Greek financial problems are popping up again. 

Nevertheless, there are some encouraging developments which are currently beginning to manifest 

and that may indicate a significant change in the economic trend. It will probably take some time for 

the average investor this pick up these positive leading indicators, but we wish to point out some of 

these developments . 

The expected transformation of improving economic indicators in growing company earnings is 

crucial for a fundamental recovery in the global markets. 

In terms of interest rates we should not expect much more. Furthermore: further declines could 

perhaps have a negative impact on the price level. The same with the expected risk premium. 

Despite the turbulent environment where premiums have indeed continued to decline, which partly 

obstructed the fall in world stock markets and recently has even given a modest upward momentum 

to equity prices, we should not expect too much going further ahead. 

Graph 1: Evolution of major equity markets since 01/01/2016 (return index in €) 
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The expected recovery of global profits is correlated to the growth of the global economy. We see 

some encouraging developments on this matter:  

A first improved economic indicator came last week from the US, the PMI-indicator industry 

(Institute for Supply Management) saw a powerful acceleration. This development was fully in line 

with our forecast model, so we were not surprised about the upward path and had already begun in 

recent weeks to strengthen our position in US industrial values. 

Graph 2: Evolution of the Purchasing Manager Index (PMI) for services (blue) and industry (red) 

 

 

 

This great development also has a potentially negative effect. If the (relatively strong) US services 

sector would also accelerate sharply, inflation fears would increase again, to an extend that increases 

in US interest rates would undo the hope of growth recovery in the industry sector. However the 

recently published economic forecast for the service sector in the US sets a quasi - ideal growth path. 

Strong enough to support fundamental economic growth but also sufficiently durable as we have not 

(yet) seen any inflationary pressures. 

A second fundamentally improved indicator could be derived from the recent Chinese economic 

figures . Official figures indicated already a manifest improvement in the underlying economic trend 

but because of the highly skewed nature of these statistics we look for a confirmation of these 

figures by the Caixin reports. These Caixin reports are explicitly adjusted for the overrepresentation 

of centrally controlled Public Enterprises in the official figures, so that the actual evolution can be 

better seen from the published figures. The actual Caixin numbers point toward a gradual recovery. 



The industrial sector is clearly still suffering with limited growth but this is compensated with a strong 

recovery in the services sector. 

Graph 3: Caixin PMI services (yellow) and industry (blue) in China 

 

 

Whether the Chinese government meanwhile has found the difficult balance between the cooling of 

its industry (without undue adverse effects ), and boosting the (domestic ) service sectors (without 

causing at the same time inflationary pressures or property bubbles ) is difficult to be answered at 

this moment but recent economic figures do provide some comfort. 

A third series of uplifting statistics could be deduced from the US employment figures. Especially the 

development of wages in general (and the services sector in particular) is fundamental for the 

immediate evolution of the US stock and bond markets. 

Do not forget that besides the frantic behavior of the local Chinese exchanges, it was especially the 

increases in US wages that haunted the Chinese markets. Our statement that this just was a 

statistical anomaly seemed to be correct. Fears of a repeat of the debacle of 2004-2005, with the US 

policy rate being increased 17 times as a consequence of wage increases (and hence inflation ) to 

slow down, indeed drowned out any rational comment. 

 

 



Recent figures show clearly and unambiguously that there is, so far, no direct evidence of an 

accelerating wage spiral. Vigilance is necessary, but the risk is considered very small in the coming 

months for an increase of US policy rates . (The current measurements derived from futures prices, 

only give a probability of 3.5% of a rate hike in April. The probability increases to 40% in September). 

Graph 4: US unemployment (blue) and growth US wages (red). 

 

 

The financial markets have, in our opinion, not fully appreciated these positive developments so far. 

The recent volatile months and geopolitical uncertainty weigh perhaps too heavily on the overall 

sentiment to cause a trend reversal at this moment. 

With confirmation of the positive trend in China and the moderate but sustainable growth in the US, 

we should see, in principle, a gradual increase in investor confidence. Until the summer however we 

fear markets will be concerned about Grexit and (especially) Brexit. 

Adding to these positive developments in some key economic indicators we point out to the 

increased loan volumes in the Eurozone. The expansive monetary policy of the ECB seems to have 

paid off despite the dampening behavior from the banking regulators. Both on consumption-related 

loans and home loans there is growth. This positive news was again overshadowed by the reports of 

disappointing export figures and disappointing statistics on industrial production. 

 

 



Graph 4: Evolution of credit volumes in the Eurozone (green: housing, blue: consumption) 

 

 

 

2. Asset Allocation: 

 

The disclosed financial and macroeconomic constellation leads fairly straightforward to our asset 

allocation decision. The equity exposure remains at medium strategic level and will be raised again at 

every possible decline until we reach this level again. 

US industrial equity positions will be gradually built up but the service sector remains our preferred 

position. Equities of emerging countries continue to be underweighted, except for India and China. In 

China we prefer companies in the consumption sector. 

European shares are slightly overweight, with an emphasis on German equities, given their very 

modest valuation. 

Our bond positions remain focused on Government bonds of Ireland, Spain, Italy and the US with 

maturities of 5 – 7 years. 

 

 

 



3. Fund comparisons: 

Evolution Global Allocation UI (red) : +30,19% since launch, +6,01% p.a. 

 

Evolution Global Allocation UI (red) as compared to Carmignac Patrimoine (blue): 

 



Evolution Global Allocation UI (pink) as compared to Ethna Aktiv (green) and Ethna Def (red): 

 

Evolution of Global Allocation UI (pink) as compared to some asset allocation funds: in particular 

Blackrock Global Allocation Fund EUR hedged (dark blue): 

 


